Diagnosis of dyslexia by means of a new indicator of eye dominance
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SUMMARY Many dyslexic children are unable accurately to control the movements of their eyes even when they are not trying to read. This immaturity helps to explain their visual confusions. It may result from failure to develop dependable associations between retinal and ocular motor signals. These are essential to fix the true, as opposed to retinotopic, locations of objects in the outside world. We have used a new test to study retinal/ocular motor correspondence in dyslexic children and age/IQ matched normal readers. Over half the dyslexics showed unstable ocular motor dominance.

The idea that developmental dyslexia is ever the result of a primary visual disorder is not at present popular because conventional tests rarely reveal any disorder of a dyslexic’s eyesight, while thousands of children with profoundly abnormal vision nevertheless learn to read successfully. Dyslexia is generally held to be a general cognitive defect rather than a perceptual one.

Dyslexia is, however, often associated with abnormal movements of the eyes.23 Although many people suggest that these are merely a consequence rather than a cause of reading difficulties, perhaps arising from children’s inability to make sense of what they see,4 it is now clear that many dyslexics have unusual eye movements even when they are not trying to read.

They are more likely than normal readers to show esophoria,7 convergence insufficiency,8 breakdown to saccadic jerks (cogwheeling) during attempts at smooth pursuit,7 excessive numbers of regressions, and inability to maintain stable fixation when viewing sequentially illuminated light-emitting diodes.8

These eye movement disorders may help to explain a child’s difficulties with learning to read. Reading demands highly accurate ocular motor control, together with precise monitoring of eye position, since this is essential to determine true visual direction. When we look at a letter we can estimate its true position in space only if we know the exact angle of our gaze. The positions of the images of the letter on the retinæ do not reveal its correct direction in relation to the observer unless the direction in which the eyes are pointing at the time is known precisely. Retinotopic co-ordinates must be transformed into real space co-ordinates by means of extraretinal signals about eye position. Such signals are generated by the ocular motor system in the course of achieving accurate eye movements; they are then associated with retinal signals about an object in order to determine its exact whereabouts.

Monitoring of eye position is of course necessary long before reading begins, but to read successfully a new degree of precision is demanded. Dyslexics tend to lose their place on a page, and for them letters often seem to move around and reverse themselves. It is possible therefore that they fail to develop sufficiently accurate ocular motor control, and hence lack sufficient information about the direction of their gaze, to tell them precisely where their eyes are pointing when they are trying to read.

Precise movements of the eyes and hence reliable monitoring of their position may depend on the development of ocular motor dominance.9 If the eyes are converged for near vision as when reading, the position of each eyeball is different; hence each may provide different ocular motor signals about the true direction of the same object in the outside world. To prevent confusion we probably learn to attend to the extraretinal position signals of only one eye when assessing visual direction.1011 The successful development of this habit in relation to foveal vision is particularly important when reading. The
duplicated representation of the fovea and probably of the eye movements relating to it, in both visual cortices.\textsuperscript{12,13} enhances the possibility of unreliable associations between retinal and ocular motor signals dealing with this region of the retina. Dyslexia may therefore sometimes be associated with failure to develop consistent dominance of one eye's ocular motor signals. This may lead to confusion about precisely where words and letters are positioned on a page.

Unfortunately monocular indicators of eye dominance, such as the eye preferred for using a telescope, or binocular measures relating to distance vision, such as the 'sighting eye' test, probably fail to indicate whether reliable association of the ocular motor and retinal signals which deal with foveal vision during convergence has been achieved.\textsuperscript{4,14-16} The problem when reading, which the development of ocular motor dominance of one eye helps to solve, is that of defining visual direction when the eye position signals provided by each eye disagree. A test for eye dominance should therefore establish such conflict, if it is to be relevant to the diagnosis of dyslexia. Then, if it is shown that the associations made by ocular motor and retinal signals deriving from each eye are variable, we may conclude that the subject has failed to achieve reliable ocular motor dominance.

We have therefore modified an orthoptic test, introduced by Dunlop,\textsuperscript{4} in order to provide conditions in which the retinal and ocular motor signals furnished by each eye do not agree with each other. We have used this test in a double-blind study of dyslexics and normal readers, and here show that 'visual' dyslexics fail to develop reliably lateralised ocular motor dominance.

**Subjects and methods**

Eighty children (69 boys) were referred to the Ophthalmology Department of the Royal Berkshire Hospital from 2 centres in Reading which took children with reading problems from local primary schools. We classified them as 'dyslexic' because despite having a normal performance intelligence quotient (IQ) (WISC\textsuperscript{>90}) their reading age (using the Neale analysis of reading accuracy) was more than 18 months behind their chronological age. We compared the dyslexics with 80 normal readers matched according to age and performance IQ drawn from the same schools. Children were excluded if they had a history of neurological, psychiatric, or social problems.

Each child was assessed by remedial teachers according to the type of reading errors he or she made. Although these assessments were perforce subjective, attempting to indicate for teaching purposes the nature of the children's reading errors as 'visual' or 'nonvisual', neither we nor the children were informed who had been classified as dyslexic, whether visual or nonvisual, until after we had completed our ocular examinations.

We also studied a further 274 children with similar reading difficulties but for whom we do not have detailed IQ, reading age or reading error assessments.

**Clinical examination**

A complete medical history was taken from all 434 children. Each was given ophthalmological and orthoptic examinations. The children were all asked which hand they used for writing and which foot they used for kicking; and each performed the Dunlop test 10 times.

**Dunlop test**

The child viewed through a synoptophore 2 macular sized fusion slides (Clement Clark F9 and F10) showing a house with a central front door and different sized trees as controls. In the slide viewed by the right eye a small tree was drawn on the left of the front door; in that viewed by the left eye a large tree was placed to its right. Thus the trees were viewed in the nasal field of each eye and were therefore initially projected to the visual cortex ipsilateral to that eye. But since door and trees subtended an angle of only 3° bilaterality of these signals was likely. The subjects were asked to fixate a knob in the centre of the door. The synoptophore tubes were first adjusted so that the slides fused. The subject then saw a single house with a large tree to the right (viewed by the left eye) and a small tree to the left of the door (viewed by the right eye). The tubes were then separated; thereupon the subject's eyes diverged by up to 5° in order to preserve fusion. Within each slide the door and the tree remained fixed in relation to each other, yet subjects gained a very strong impression that one of the trees moved towards the door.

In the test the eyes were made to move in opposite directions. Ocular motor signals about lateral movements of each eye are probably organised in the hemisphere contralateral to that eye.\textsuperscript{17} In our test the trees were viewed in the nasal field of each eye; hence retinal signals about the trees were projected to the ipsilateral hemisphere. Yet for most people movement information deriving from one eye was successfully associated with retinal signals about the tree seen by that eye, presumably employing inter-hemispheric connections. This gave rise to the consistent illusion that one, but only one, of the trees moved. Retinal and ocular motor signals derived from the other eye were not associated in this way, and the tree seen by the other eye did not appear to move. Hence this version of the Dunlop test seems to
be able to identify the eye whose ocular motor and retinal signals are successfully associated (i.e., the eye contralateral to the tree that appeared to move) as the dominant one, under conditions analogous to those found when reading.

To assess the reliability of such ocular motor-retinal association the Dunlop test was repeated 10 times in each child, the slides being changed round frequently to prevent the child from guessing, but keeping the trees in the nasal field of each eye. If the test located the dominant eye on the same side 8 or more times out of 10, the subject was said to show 'fixed' or 'stable' dominance; otherwise it was termed 'unstable' or 'unfixed.' Stable dominance was said to be 'uncrossed' if the dominant eye was on the same side as the hand preferred for writing and 'crossed' if it was not. Only in a very small proportion of children could the dominant eye not be ascertained owing to lack of co-operation or suppression of the image from one eye.

Results

Fig. 1 shows some of the results of these studies. It will be noted that, while the 80 fully studied dyslexics and the 80 normal children had very similar mean ages and nonverbal IQs, the average reading age of the dyslexics was almost 4 years behind that of the controls. The mean reading age of the dyslexics was almost 10 standard errors behind that of the controls. 18

The mothers of 116 of 354 reading-retarded children (33%) reported that theirs had been a 'difficult' birth (premature, low birth weight, excessively long or short labour, fetal distress, or other memorable obstetric problem). 124 (35%) reported a close relative (parent, grandparent, or sibling) with reading problems.

No consistent differences between dyslexic and normal children could be discerned on routine ophthalmological or orthoptic investigations apart from a slight excess of mild esophoria amongst the dyslexics. This has been found in many studies. 8 It may be taken as another sign of ocular motor immaturity. Visual acuity was usually normal and equal in both eyes. Neither amblyopia, suppression, convergence insufficiency, nor manifest squint were commoner among dyslexics.

The results of the Dunlop test were clear, however. 50 (63%) of the 80 fully studied dyslexics and 142 of the other 274 (52%) (i.e., 54% of all the children with backward reading who were examined) had failed to develop stable ocular motor dominance, whereas only one normal reader (in fact low normal) showed unstable dominance on this test. Moreover afterwards we found that, of the dyslexics whose reading errors had been assessed, all those who lacked stable dominance had been classified as 'visual.'

Crossed dominance was less than half as common in the dyslexics (18%) as in the normal children (41%), because such a high proportion of dyslexics had unstable eye dominance. Among dyslexics with stable eye dominance and normal readers crossed and uncrossed dominance was found to be almost equally common (see Orton 19 and Zangwill 20).

Discussion

In the controlled study neither the children nor ourselves were informed which subjects were normal nor which were dyslexic, 'visual,' or 'nonvisual' until after we had tested them. Yet the Dunlop test
established clearly that those whose reading problems appeared mainly visual had failed to develop stable ocular motor dominance. We conclude therefore that the test is a reliable and objective method of diagnosing ‘visual’ dyslexia. Since it is a test which does not involve reading itself but demands similar retinal/ocular motor associations to those required for reading, the results suggest that one of the difficulties visual dyslexics may face is a failure to develop stable ocular motor dominance. Hence they may not be able reliably to determine where the letters they see are located. Ocular motor/retinal association problems may thus help to account for perhaps half to two-thirds of cases of dyslexia.

Much evidence suggests that dyslexia sometimes results from mild birth trauma (35% of our series) or a genetic trait (33%), either of which may lead to abnormal cerebral lateralisation. Dyslexic children may lack the normal right eye advantage for comprehending verbal material in dichotic listening tests. The difference between their right and left half fields when identifying tachistoscopically presented written material is said to be greater than normal. They may not show the normal left half field superiority for recognition of faces, and they often lack the normal right-hand advantage for dichotic (tactile) recognition of letter shapes. They may show unusual patterns of hand, foot, and eye preference. The visual evoked potentialsrecorded over the left hemisphere of dyslexics may differ from those of normal controls. Among them there is even an unusually large number of right handers with anticlockwise hair whorls. However, all the differences reported have been small, there is much disagreement between studies, and the most that can safely be said is that dyslexics probably do suffer mild abnormalities of cerebral lateralisation.

Our demonstration that up to two-thirds of dyslexic children fail to establish stable ocular motor dominance with respect to foveal vision is therefore not entirely unexpected. However, our results are clearer than many, and it is easy to understand how failure to develop ocular motor lateralisation may lead to inexact localisation of letters, hence difficulty with reading. We may speculate that it is this neurologically based failure of perfect association of retinal with ocular motor signals which leads to the abnormalities of dyslexics’ eye movement control which are observed. The circumstances under which abnormal eye movements can be demonstrated in these patients (when they are attempting to make smooth pursuit movements, small visually triggered saccades, or fixate under visual control) all demand accurate association of retinal with ocular motor signals dealing with the central few degrees of visual angle. Thus it appears that failure to develop dependable ocular motor dominance, as revealed by repeated Dunlop testing, may confuse the ocular motor system of dyslexics at all times, not just when they are trying to read.

Our thanks are due to Mr J. McMillan under whose care these children were, and to Mr D Brownhill for much useful help and advice.
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